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American National Union of The United States of America
Dear State Chamber of Commerce:
The American National Union and The United States of America is taking
a moment to send you an update on our terms and conditions for the
Continental Dollar.
Please see the following terms and conditions to share with your
Chamber of Commerce in each county of your state. This is extremely
prolific for the times we are living in across America and the world.
If you have any questions please contact us at
anu@generalpostoffice.org and we will be glad to follow-up with you.
Terms and Conditions are as follows:

Terms and Conditions of Use of the Continental
Dollar
Terms
By using the Continental Dollar, the Continental Dollar is subject to the following terms and conditions.
The Continental Dollar agrees to be bound by these Terms and Conditions and agrees that the user(s) of
the Continental Dollar is obligated and responsible for the agreement. If the user of the Continental
Dollar disagrees with any of these terms, the user is prohibited from accessing this site and trading using
the Continental Dollar. All materials contained in this Website are protected by copyright and trade
mark law so that any of the terms and conditions cannot be usurped by any foreign person that is not a
party to the agreement.
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Use under Disaster Relief
1: The United States, in Congress assembled hereby omits the following paragraph from the Declaration
of Value as amended published by the office of the Treasury for the Government of The United States of
America on 08-27-2016.
IT IS DECLARED, that the “National Currency” term on the current Continental Dollar shall be
amended to read “Continental Dollar” on the money of the Government of The United States of
America, any and all issuance with the term “Continental Currency” shall have the same effect as if the
“Continental Currency” term read “Continental Dollar”. The change shall be amended on future
issuances of the Continental Dollar, and
2: The office of the Treasury for the Government of The United States of America and all other offices
under it shall have regulatory authority over the Legal Tender for debts public and private disaster
relief program occurring throughout the world and within the United States of America, and
3: All promissory notes wherein the maker is also classified as a borrower shall be declared trustee of
the borrower’s promissory note signed within the United States of America, and
4: The trustee of the promissory note shall have the authority to sign a new promissory note under this
act for full discharge of all interest obligations attached to the note and mortgage agreement within the
United States of America. Part 4 shall relieve the United States of America of liability for the creation of
homelessness, which is a recognized human rights violation, and
5: The trustee of the new promissory note signed within The United States of America and the States of
the Union shall enjoy the benefit of full discharge of the promissory note under this act with a 1.00
dollar silver certificate printed within the United States of America or 1.00 Continental Dollar (Lawful
Money/Full Title) of equal value of the 1.00 dollar silver certificate. Once discharged, the Continental
Public Bank shall declare the balance of accounts settled wherein the former borrower shall be known
as allodia title holder and or sterling silver title holder. The title holder shall have two certified
documents to prove allodia or sterling silver status
A: A certified promissory note that has been declared by the Continental Public Bank to reflect the
status of fully paid and or discharged.
B: A deed recorded within The United States of America and the States of the Union within the office of
Deeds and Recordings.
6: All American Nationals shall have the privilege of being paid in Continental Dollars operating under
the Legal Tender for debts public and private act of 2016 without recourse of violating any other part of
the Articles of Confederation, as amended August 5th, 2015, and
A: The privilege shall be revoked if and when Statute 48 pages 112 and 113 Approved, June 5, 1933, 4
.40 p.m. attached thereto this act as evidence of the disaster and are resolved within the United States of
America and the U.S. Military comes back into honor by obeying Executive Order 11110
AMENDMENT OF EXECUTIVE ORDER NO. 10289 issued by its Commander in Chief on June 4,
1963, and

Other Terms and Conditions of use
The use of the Continental Dollar restricts all Public Institutions under certain conditions and are
subject to the following restrictions, but not limited to, based on the fact that No State(s) can make any
laws to impair the obligation(s) of a contract:
The Public Institutions are hereby restricted by the following terms if the user damages any Public
Property of the claimant:
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The user is protected when using the
Continental Dollar under the following
conditions:
1: When the user is exercising the right of Freedom of the Press: Freedom to Petition for redress of
grievance through the Great Jury, the Freedom of Assembly assembled with peers, Freedom to practice
Religion that is not assembled as a military theology as an enemy of Capitalism.
2: The user of the Continental Dollar is with the right to Bear Arms and freely own private property.
3: The user of the Continental Dollar is with the right to be free of compulsory Military Service in the
service of the tripartite of the city of Washington, Vatican city, and the city of London (hereinafter:
“tripartite”) and is further free from aiding and abetting its soldiers by forced quartering.
4: The user of the Continental Dollar is with the right to be free of any searches and seizures and
arbitrary arrest by one of its employees, soldiers, or otherwise unless found trespassing upon the
tripartite.
5: The user of the Continental Dollar is with the right of international due process either accepting or
prosecuting with the practice of international due process.
6: The user of the Continental Dollar is with the right of a fair trial in all matters of civil or criminal
cases and within a Court of Law or Equity.
7: The user of the Continental Dollar is with the right of Equity in all civil cases.
8: The user of the Continental Dollar is with the right of non-excessive Bail, non-excessive fines, and
immune from cruel and unusual punishment.
9: The user of the Continental Dollar is with the right of a social compact, and if without a social
compact, is with the right of a proprietor.
10 The user of the Continental Dollar is with the right of a Federal Republic as written and defined
within the Law of Nations.

The Continental Dollar is a subject of:
1: The New Covenant
2: Law of Nations
3: The Articles of Confederation as amended August 5th, 2015
4: and is counted and balanced by the office of the Treasury for the Government of The United States of
America wherein is delegated to various offices and body politics or Public Banks.

Limitations
The Continental Dollar is under the following
limitations:
1: The Continental Dollar or its user cannot be regulated or subjected by the United Nations nor
become a subject of the United Nations.
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2: The Continental Dollar or its user cannot be regulated or subjected by any federal reserve bank, nor
by any court of the federal reserve.
3: The Continental Dollar or its user cannot be regulated nor subjected by any International Bar
Association nor the American Bar association or other Bar Association nor any of its members or its
creators
4: The Continental Dollar cannot be regulated nor subjected by any implied warranties or suffer any
liability for incidental or intentional damages suffered by anyone.
5: The Continental Dollar or its user cannot be regulated nor subjected to any forced vaccination,
executive orders, implants of electronic chips, totalitarian party or practice any form of totalitarianism,
communism, fascisms, Socialism, any religion or political structure under a Military Theology, Any
MeToo theology Karenism, religion, face mask, power of attorney, proletariat class, slavery or
aristocratic republic controls.

Site Terms of Use Modifications
Continental Public Bank may revise these Terms and Conditions of Use of the Continental Dollar so
revised by the committee of the National assembly for the Government of The United States of
America for its Website and use of the Continental Dollar at any time without prior notice. By using
this Website as an account holder, carrying any Continental Dollar coin(s), or any of the paper
version(s) of the Continental Dollar, the User(s) of the Continental Dollar are agreeing to be bound by
the current version of these Terms and Conditions of Use.

Governing Law
Any claim related to Continental Public Bank ‘s Website shall be governed by the laws of the
Government of The United States of America without regards to its conflict of law provisions.
07-21-2020

Respectfully,
The Great Council for the American National Union and The United
States of America with it’s metes and bounds and seaward boundaries.
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